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Lecture “Data protection in online world”  

 

Lecture 

TIME MINS  TITLE DESCRIPTION MATERIALS 

10:00 15'  Introduction of the 

Wake UP! 

Presenting our organization and the Wake UP project  

 

 

10:15     60'  Discussion  Start the presentation by asking the students:  

 What do they know about this topic?  

 How much time they spent daily on the internet? 

 What social media they use mostly? 

 Do they share private information online?  

 How do they protect their online identity?   

 

11:15 60’  Data protection in the 

online world 

Lecture about the following topics:  

 What Is Online Privacy?  

 Why online privacy is so important 

 Public concern over internet privacy 

 GDPR 

 What is information privacy? 

 Personal privacy vs. sensitive information 

 How does privacy differ from information security? 

PowerPoint presentation 

12:15 15'  Coffee Break   

12:30 60’  The biggest internet 

privacy issues 

Lecture about the following topics:  

 Search engines user tracking 

 Social media data harvesting 

 Cookies/online tracking 

 Mobile apps and privacy 

 Identity theft 

PowerPoint presentation 

13:30 15’  Coffee Break   

13:45 45’  What to do to protect 

your virtual data… 

Explain to participants about:  

 Use DNT setting 

 Use cookie-blocking browser extensions 

 Opt out of app tracking 

 Review privacy policies carefully 

PowerPoint presentation 
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 Access the internet via VPN 

 Browse in incognito mode 

 Use a different search engine 

 Be wary of what you click online 

 Secure your devices and use antivirus software 

14:30 20’  Q & A session Answer the questions students might have.  

If there are no questions, then you ask them questions regarding the lecture:  

 What information was provided that was new to them? 

 What did they know? 

 Do they think the same about online safety after this lecture?  

 What is the most challenging thing regarding online safety? 

 What practices they will change in their online world after this lecture? 

PowerPoint presentation 

14:50 25’  Quiz Make the participants a Kahoot Quiz with the provided questions.  

Give the winner a motivational gift. You can modify the questions or provide more information.  

Kahoot platform  

Question in the quiz 

worksheet.  

15:15 15’  Closing remarks Thank the participants for their participation and use this time to ask additional questions you might like to know 

from participants, or give participants time to ask you questions they might have.  

 

 

 

TOTAL LENGTH: 5.5 HOURS   
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